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A creative 
eye for coastal styling

BY KYLIE OLIVER

It is fair to say Blink Living founder Diane Conley was well ahead of the curve in seeing the huge potential of styling properties for sale.
While it is an increasingly sought-after service now, the experienced interior stylist remembers no-one was doing it on the Sunshine Coast when she started her business back in 2008.Diane, who has a home in Point Lonsdale, says she realised there was a growing market for property styling after visiting America and seeing how popular it was there.What began as a small interior styling business in Noosa has since expanded to a bigger team dedicated to servicing the Sunshine Coast, Brisbane, Melbourne, Geelong and the Surf Coast.“In the beginning we had to work hard to prove to the local real estate agents the value of styling and now styling a home for sale is recognised as the best way to increase sale price,” Diane says.“Once people see the value and eff ectiveness, they are converted. “Most properties can be valued at least 10 per cent more after styling.”Diane says getting professional help to present a home for sale also has the 

advantage of helping to reduce time on market.
“If a property doesn’t sell within the fi rst four weeks, it’s perceived to be too expensive or have some negative issues,” she says.

“This can drive down the price the longer it sits on the market.”Whether styling a home for sale or a holiday house for rental, making an emotional connection is crucial and Diane says that is what styling aims to achieve.
“Potential buyers and holiday makers are both looking to fi nd interest and inspiration,” she says.“They want to connect with the property and feel comfortable there.“If an interior is designed to suit the home and includes beautiful pieces that are stylish and comfortable, it will evoke an emotional response and the desire to buy or stay.

“As most people choose which homes to inspect, which displays to visit or where to stay by going online, it’s imperative to present the home as welcoming and desirable.” Diane, whose design mantra is “the devil is in the detail”, describes her personal style as pared back and contemporary.
“I love beautiful fabrics like linen and hemp,” she says.
So which trends is she loving at the moment?
“Natural fi nishes such as stone and raw timbers, curved edges, a palette 

of naturals with putty, chalk, olive, rust and eucalyptus,” she says, without hesitation.
Those same natural tones are what Diane views as defi ning the Surf Coast style.

“The coast style tends to include natural materials and a calming palette, linen, natural oak, rattan and textured weaves – and big comfy sofas.”Blink Living has styled more than 3,000 properties on the East Coast of Australia with a impressive success rate of 95 per cent.
Diane, who started the business with her partner, photographer Peter Lillies, says each home has its own personal appeal and potential.“We love to style all types of homes from huge to humble,” she enthuses.“Every home looks amazing when styled.”

The average cost to style a home for sale is $4,000-$5,000.Diane says it is their preference to style an unfurnished home to achieve the best result.
“Empty is best. That way we get to create the perfect interior for the property rather than working with an owner’s furniture,” she says.“That said, we do partial styling if required.”

Blink Living’s local team is headed up by Louise Rowe, who has a background in fashion and has worked for Blink Living for several years in Melbourne and on the coast.
It was Diane and Peter’s own love of the coastline here that prompted them to expand the business into Victoria.“We are originally from Victoria and we have a place at Point Lonsdale,” she says.

“We love it there and see opportunities for new growth for a professional property styling company.”Discover more about Blink Living at blinkliving.com.au or for an obligation-free quote, phone Louise Rowe on 0429 955 534 or via email louise@blinkliving.com.au

Getting professional help to present a home for sale also has the advantage of helping to reduce time 

on market.

Blink Living has styled more than 3,000 properties on the East Coast of Australia with a impressive 

success rate of 95 per cent.

If an interior is designed to suit the home and includes beautiful pieces that are stylish 
and comfortable, it will evoke an emotional response and the desire to buy or stay.

Diane’s tips for styling your coastal home:
• Declutter and get rid of pieces you don’t like or are shabby. Recycle them to the op shop for someone else to use. Then you will have room for furniture you love and enjoy every day. 

• Scale is very important and something easy to get wrong, as is not having too many strong colours vying for attention. Start with a soft natural palette and add colour in cushions, rugs and art.
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My Coastal Home is our signature magazine that 
focuses on new homes, land developments and 
the latest accessories for your home.

Each issue is a full tabloid magazine and includes 
current design ideas, property and land trends,  
along with renovation ideas and tips on how to 
ensure your home looks its best.

my coastal home also showcases new display 
homes, special packages and feature products.

As the main resource for new home buyers on 
the Surf Coast, in Armstrong Creek and across the 
Bellarine Peninsula, every issue will highlight the best 
homes from top builders.

Inspiring images, detailed floor plans and one-stop 
contact information will make it an essential resource 
for homebuyers.

My Coastal Home provides a strong advertising 
environment for builders, land developers and retail 
businesses and associated businesses.

Distributed seasonally throughout the Surf Coast,  
Armstrong Creek and the Bellarine Peninsula,  
more than 45,500 copies of the My Coastal Home 
magazine are included in the Surf Coast  
Times, Armstrong Creek and the Bellarine  
Times newspapers.

From My Coastal 
Home to yours
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CREATING LANDSCAPES 

THAT BLEND WITH 

SURROUNDING BEAUTY

Jess Hendry, owner of Ocean 

Grove-based landscaping business 

Jess Hendry Horticulture has been 

designing and building gardens on 

the Bellarine since 2018. 

The business focuses on creating 

relaxing outdoor spaces that have 

a natural feel, and blend in with 

the beauty of the surrounding 

landscapes.
They provide a wide range of 

services, including all aspects of 

landscaping work, carpentry and 

planting plans. Every project starts 

with a free consultation and quote, 

and ends with a beautiful garden 

created on time and on budget.

“I try hard to fi nd out what every 

client wants from their outdoor 

space, and it’s diff erent for everyone,” 

Jess said. “Some people want a 

garden that looks after itself, some 

want to get involved with their garden 

to be an ongoing project, and some 

just want to relax and enjoy the view. 

After three years in Ocean Grove 

we’ve built up a great network of 

trades who we know and trust. So 

when a project calls for outdoor 

lighting, outdoor kitchens, or even 

a pool, we can call on our sparky, 

plumber, or pool building specialists 

to get the job done to the same high 

standards that we maintain, from 

start to fi nish. 

"It’s such a joy, now that we’ve been 

operating here on the Bellarine for 

a few years, that we’ve built up a 

really solid client base, and we love 

returning to our previous projects to 

see how the gardens are developing 

as the plants establish themselves.

"We look forward to many more 

years creating everyone's happy 

place, in their own back yard.”

Urban living 
with a touch 
of glam

Living la vida loca! It’s cocktails on 

the hour, sophisticated style with 

touches of relaxed detail and vibrant 

pops of colour that you can’t live 

without.

We miss travelling to places like LA 

in hotels inspired by a Palm Springs 

look, so we thought we would bring this 

dreamy escape to your very own home.

Spring has sprung and OZ Design 

Furniture’s new season collections 

are blossoming. This year, as we fi nd 

ourselves in unpredictable situations, 

our homes are our one, safe place. It’s 

where we are spending much of our 

time and, within its spaces, is where 

current memories are being made. 

This season we hope to help you adjust 

to these changes and give you the 

chance create a home that feels like 

it is absolutely the best place to be. 

Our team have sourced product from 

around the world, off ering pieces with 

the textures, tones and designs that 

refl ect popular travel destinations. Right 

now, it's more important than ever to 

bring those paradise-inspired, culturally 

rich, sun-drenched vibes in to your 

home. 
It’s time to live boundlessly with our 

Dolce Living designs. 

• 18th February 2021
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• 9th September 2021

• 11th November 2021
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Next edition February 18, 2021

Welcome to this edition of My Coastal Home.

Movement is on everyone’s mind. Borders are slowly opening to allow interstate travel, and Melburnians are exhaling a sigh of relief as they are now free to move beyond the “ring of steel” to places where ocean views are endless and fresh air is abundant.
There has never been a better time to call the Surf Coast or Bellarine home, and the region’s fast-moving property market refl ects the desirability to own a slice of paradise.Houses were inspected remotely and bought sight unseen, and average days on market plummeted as many local real estate agencies racked up record sales months. This demand, coupled with the annual spring growth in coastal real estate, were refl ected in median house 

prices skyrocketing – particularly in Barwon Heads, where regional price growth has increased by 624 per cent over the past 20 years, taking the average house price to $1 million.
It’s a seller’s market and a buyer’s dream - one that’s familiar to Blink Living. in this edition of My Coastal Home, the property styling business talks about creating an emotional connection to sell, styling tips and trends, while the duo behind Freehand Projects’ Bellarine Hillside House share their views on conservation and designing to be at one with your surroundings.Peruse houses, land developments, builders, stylists and landscapers, and read from industry experts about creating a dream on the Surf Coast, Bellarine and beyond.

The My Coastal Home Team

INSIDE
Quay2The latest from Oz DesignTownhomes to fi t your budget

Bellarine Hillside House. Photo: Steph McGlenchy Photographer
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